
Illuminata’s Case Studies



● The survival channel Taromovies suffered a high drop off rate of  30% 
with long intros. 

● By shortening his intro to a 5 second intro, drop off rates declined to 
16%

Spotting the drop off rate - TaroMovies  



Channel Improvement through strategic Interaction 
and Social Media.

The number of 
monthly 

subscribers in this 
channel increased 

by 421% by 
improved 

interaction within 
his Youtube 
comments & 
social media.   



Through social media and reaching out to relevant platforms and people, the daily sharing of 
Alexander Rodgers’ content rose by 500% and 1,000%. 

Results on Alexander’s Shares 
after Illuminata’s involvement



Content seeding - TaroMovies 

Situation: Need to get niche content to particular audience? How do you find your 
audience? How can you bring them to your content? 

Solution: Is there a group for that? Reddit has over 80,000 subreddits that are set 
up particularly for a certain topic or interest.  This is the perfect location to share 
content to a niche market. Go to the Reddit homepage and search. 

Example: YouTube Channel; Taro Movies Swiss Bushcraft.  Is an outdoor bushcraft 
survival channel. 



Views: Views had been gradually 
dipping. After the video was 
shared on Reddit the views spiked 
up receiving 6,225 views 
compared to the previous view 
count of 1,600 on average daily.

Subscribers: 640 subscribers 
were gained in the week after the 
sharing of the content on Reddit. 
50% of the subscriptions were on 
the first day of sharing the 
content. 

 

Content Seeding - TaroMovies



Continued watch time improvement after a major 
Tentpole event

Toazted conducted a 
livestream at Amsterdam 
Dance Event 2015 and while 
the views during the stream 
were extremely high and drop 
off quite sharp when it was 
finished we managed to 
continue to improve the 
Average view duration even 
after the hype surrounding the 
livestream had faded.



Toazted ADE 2015. Inactive social media and no promotion of live 
stream. Illuminata’s social media team stepped in for 3 days.

Illuminata’s social media team reactivated the social media on all platforms, targeting the acts 
that would be performing, the festival organisers and all fan groups of the genre and acts. 

The channel was completely inactive for 3 months before this, as can be seen above we 
achieved a spike of 1,558% in impressions. 



Social Media Growth- Twitter

Twitter has seen enormous growth and more importantly, engagement with fans. Reaching out 
to fan groups of the artists you have interviewed has been a very successful tactic. We have 
even had interview requests come in through the platform!

December 

Before vs After



Social Media Growth- Facebook

Growth on Facebook is never on par with a Twitter account. Post reach and engagement is 
where my focus always lives for Facebook activity. These metrics are both rising.

Each spike in Nov/Dec correlates to video content being uploaded to the page.



Kickstart + maintaining growth by 
online competitions 

Illuminata co-ordinated DanceTrippin TV’s 
200,000 subscribers celebration. The Illuminata 
co-ordinated event lead to custom 
content,getting our creator in touch with top 
brands such as Ableton for prizes and most 
importantly lead to increased engagement and a 
boost in subscribers during their off season.  



Event coordination to increase subscribers:
DanceTrippin TV 200,000 celebration.

The first video and social media post took place on 16/12/2015 and the competition on the 
25/12/2015. Once the competition is resolved on the 25th you can clearly see an upward curve 
of subscribers, shown in the graph below taken from the channel’s subscriber analytics.


